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About This Game

Player leads team of 5 miners, who mines deeper and deeper for precious gems and other treasures. Excavations are performed
on a small, but very rich in raw materials, planet called Morg. It is a perfect place for mining. Varied topography and beautiful
scenery encourages for digging. Everyday, miners find lots of rubies, emeralds, gold, diamonds and other treasures which they
have to give back to the owner of all mines. One day, The Mine - owner of all mines on the planet, announced competition for
the best mining team. Winner will receive the first prize - one of the richest mines on the planet! Additionally, winning team
will keep for their own all treasures found during competition. Why dig a whole life for The Mine, if you can dig for yourself

and become the richest miner on the planet?!

However, victory will not come so easy. You will have to beat other teams and watch out for many hostile creatures who live in
the caves. You will also have to cope with the mines itself, as they are placed in really wild and inaccessible places. Luckily,

competition rules allows to use various tools like explosives, mobile teleport or advanced mining tools.

Don’t waste your time and send your application to the competition today!

Game features:

campaign and “free play” modes (20 maps)

4 unique races with their own characteristics
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5 mine graphic sets

21 precious gems to dig and to sell in the bank

6 advanced tools to buy in the shop

72 achievements to get

3 ways to control miners

hand-drawn pictures

map and campaign editor included

half-open game construction
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Title: The Miners
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Michał Głowacki
Publisher:
Michał Głowacki
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2016
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I really like this add-on, the scenarios are realistic and good. The sounds aregood along the coaches and DVT the 91 loco its self
is allright but could have one or two volume changes in the horn and other bits. I do suggest this for anyone who owns the
ECML London to peterbrough route I also suggest getting the class 365 NSE with it to add realism to quick drive.
There is a small bug in the reverser where it only goes to 13%. Overall a 7\/10 does need more AI and better soundson the 91
loco.. After playing 63hrs on EA v2.21 the game seems to be very promising and addictive just needs more content. It's for
those who likes tycoon or similar paper chaser sims. Hopefully, it will have workshop soon, so it won't be a problem anymore.
It can be a fun ride to get rich or very challenging depending on the starting conditions you choose.
. It's a really fun game. Here is a match that I've played with two friends [Swedish].

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fq2-VQj8yw. I ♥♥♥♥ing suck at this.. It's pretty short and easy. I mean it's less than 50
cents, so if yo want something to finish in a few hours, I would reccommend this.
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\u20ac PRICE \/ QUALITY

\u2610"IT'S A TRAP!"(Admiral Ackbar)
\u2611 "That'll do, pig. That'll do."(James Cromwell)
\u2610 "SHUT UP AND TAKE MY MONEY!"(Philip J. Fry)

PC REQUIREMENTS

\u2611Minimum
\u2610Medium
\u2610High
\u2610 Extreme

GRAPHICS

\u2610Cheap
\u2611Acceptable
\u2610Masterpiece

GAME TIME (hours)

\u2610 0>2
\u2610 2>5
\u2611 5>15
\u2610 15>30
\u2610 30>50
\u2610 50>75
\u2610 75>100
\u2610 100>?

STORY

\u2610 None
\u2610Bad
\u2611Good
\u2610Amazing

DIFFICULTY

\u2611Simple
\u2610Easy to learn, hard to master
\u2610Hard
\u2610Blackhole (FiolaSoft Studio)
\u2610Impossible

BUGS

\u2610Game itself is one big BUG
\u2610Bugs destroying the game
\u2610Bugs
\u2610Few little bugs
\u2611Perfect. Definitely a game with potential. It's a sick Monster Rancher game with a dose of reality, with an ending that
obscure the message of the game. But as i said, potential.

The devs managed to came up with an interesting world and i would love to see it getting explored either in a story update, a
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sequel, or even a spin-off game.

Since i have no shame, i would love to drop this video review of mine, it's in Indonesian with English subtitle:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3BtNUff-78

. great game! The story is pretty interesting.. I have not played very much of this game thus far, but from what I have played it
seems very clunky. The controls are very, VERY floaty and that alone makes combat almost impossible, and most encounters I
just end up running away from the zombie attackers. Music is also a problem, as it just consists of a few very repetitive and
bland tracks. There is also a lack of fullscreen. Which is a HUGE issue as I failed to read alot of the text on the screen.

The game is not terrible though, the graphics are great and the game would have a good challenge if combat wasn't so terrible,
and if the framerate wasn't so bad (I am running an AMD A10 APU and 8GB of RAM, nothing special, but it should be more
than capable of keeping a little indie RPG at higher than 30fps, which it fails to do)

Overall this game had alot of promise, but is a clunky and utterly disapointing mess.
4\/10: Below average.. Two words to describe this track Manly and Badass. Which idiot decided to put so many explosion
effects?. Way of Hero is a very basic first-person shooter game.

The gameplay felt a bit stiff or wooden.
The artwork was ok, albeit somewhat basic.

You wander around the countryside, avoiding soldiers, or shooting them.
You can pick up guns, health, and ammo from various key points.

If you go on far enough, you get to fight some zombies in a cave.

The controls are the standard Unity controls; however, they can't be changed.
The audio is fine.

It's a very basic game.
At this stage, I wouldn't think it would be worth much more than $1, if that.

I'm giving this production a very tentative thumbs up (I was tempted to give it a negative rating, but it probably passes as a
"Meh" game").
Buy it if you want to try it, but don't expect a lot from the game.

Notes re. the above review:
1) It is the same as originally posted, except that I made some spelling corrections.
2) The game's original full price was $1.99, which is why I said "I wouldn't think it would be worth much more than $1, if that"
- I thought that was worth mentioning, because now the full price has been dropped to 99 cents, and my original comment
wouldn't seem to make sense (no pun intended), unless the original price was mentioned.. Having it hard to control the
fangirling moment when I saw a picture Rinka, Miharu, and Mao together (it's not in the game). Jesus christ its amazing
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